4runner rear brakes

Remember Me? Site Navigation. DIY Replacing one rear brake caliper, both sets of rear brake
pads, and greasing the caliper slide pins. I had previously replaced the rear calipers, rotors and
pads in Last edited by 46runner; at PM. Great work. Thanks for putting it together. I just use the
old brake pad and C Clamp to push the piston back in. No need to find a random wood board
around the garage. As for wiping the rotors down with alcohol. I wouldn't even bother. Just pick
up a can or two of brake cleaner and call it a day. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk.
Member's Picture Albums. Beautiful write up. Anyone rebuilt the rear calipers before? Originally
Posted by Benny Does anyone know if the slide pins are identical or is there a difference
between the top and bottom ones? Beautiful write up! Do this before you disassemble or
remove the caliper and make sure the piston is moving smoothly. Mine probably need replacing
and were not moving smoothly so I worked them in and out some by repeatedly pushing the
piston in with my pry method and pumping the brakes to push the piston back out. After I get
the piston moving freely, then I remove the caliper. Last edited by Mantilgh; at PM. I too used
this thread recently. It was a good writeup. I previously tried cleaning the caliper, changing the
pads and lubing the pins. I found that the piston was not fully releasing when I came off the
brakes. The rebuilt caliper is such an improvement that I would not try working on an old caliper
again. New pads fit so tight on all my old calipers and with the rebuild just slide right in. Another
tip, flush the brake fluid. Most say it is only good two years and is probably holding moisture
and causing some of our seizing problems. It can easily be done by yourself. Leave vehicle
running. Crack bleeder and enjoy a constant flow of fluid. Top off reservoir as needed. Sticky
material here guys. Nice write up. Thank you! BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All
times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service names references in this
web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective
owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of 2. Thread
Tools. Rate Thread. View Public Profile. Find More Posts by 46runner. DIY Rear Brakes, post 2
of 2. Motion for sticky Find More Posts by 07V8. Join Date: Oct Location: texas Posts: I second
that motion. Find More Posts by foragg. Find More Posts by banilla ZebRuaj Member. Find More
Posts by ZebRuaj. Benny Member. Find More Posts by Benny Quote: Originally Posted by
Benny Beautiful write up. Find More Posts by blackoutt. Nice write up- Thanks! Mantilgh
Member. Find More Posts by Mantilgh. Find More Posts by knarfwhite. Posting Rules. Similar
Threads. So I almost got raped by the Dealer today Rear Brakes. User Name: Password:
Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Log in or Sign up. Toyota
4Runner Forum [4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get
full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: New aftermarket Wheels. Do I
need new Lug Nuts? Squeaky brakes?? Post Reply. Maybe twice a week I'll be rolling through a
parking lot slowing down or in stop and go traffic and all of the sudden the brakes squeak
terribly loud. And I can make it happen on-demand. If I ride the brake it will squeak indefinitely.
And then after a few minutes, it goes away. Not to be heard for a few days or a week. Anyone
know what could be causing it? When it does happen, it is LOUD. I have about miles on mine.
BX22BR , Dec 12, I wonder if it's a moisture thing. It was foggy today. Taking a warm garaged
truck out in to the cool foggy weather I'll start to pay more attention to when this occurs. I'm not
overly concerned. Mostly just curious. DGP , Dec 14, I'm thinking it's condensation on the
calipers or pads. Dependent on humidity and temp And then it stops after a few minutes or as
surface temps equalize. Just a guess at this point. My brakes on my 19 limited did this to it
happened pnce or twice at miles but hasnt happened since. I currently have 31k on my truck
and it started about 15 to 20k ago Now it happens quite often but not consistently during certain
conditions. Oey12 , Jan 18, Mine does this only on first braking in the morning, after it's been
sitting for 15 hours or so. Then goes away â€¦ not even 3k miles on my 4Runner and I'm light on
the brakes. Surface rust is my guess. KSJ08 likes this. Joined: Apr 4, Member: Messages:
Liv2Ride , Sep 30, Joined: Jun 28, Member: Messages: massachusetts spacer lift front 1inch. I
have had brakes squeak over the years long ago. I installing new pads had to file down the
backing plate because the metal stamping machine was not properly setup.. I also removed the
rotors so I put anti seize on the hub.. I've noticed this too. In some cases I can see it being a
condensation thing, but other times it does not make sense. Semi-related: Is there a way to
check the breaks without taking the tires off? Can't seem to find a spot for my digital caliper.
Compromised 4Runner , Sep 30, Just took delivery of a TRD and am having the same problem w
squeaking breaks after car sitting overnight. It does clear up after a few stops. My never had a
problem. I will be speaking to a tech at the dealer to see if this is a common occurrence. Rick
Nevada , Mar 6, Does anyone know the typical mileage or thickness when these pads should be
changed? Daytonaviolet , Mar 6, My dealership can't find any problems with the brakes but it's
definitely annoying as hell! Jack Diesel , Mar 6, Mine does this too. Usually squeaks in the
morning for the first yards or so, then stops. Mine only happens initially when it's cold.

Pinegreen , Mar 6, Daytonaviolet likes this. If I leave my Runner outside overnight when it's
below around 50 deg and the humidity is up, the first few stops are sqeaky as hell. Tama , Mar 6,
Mine too I took them all apart myself, scuffed pads with scotch brite and rotor edges, cleaned
everything. Georgia Native , Mar 7, Brake grease definitely helps. Good luck. Show Ignored
Content. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Skip to main content of over 2, results for
"Toyota 4Runner Rear Brake". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
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Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. I've been putting off rear brake shoe
replacement on the 4Runner for quite a while. In fact, it's been almost six months to the day
since I replaced the rear axle seals , and I've needed to do the job since then - the gear oil that
leaked out through the brake drums, having contaminated the rear brake shoes. But, I didn't
want to replace the shoes at the same time I replaced the axle seals because it was my first time
doing the seal job and I wanted to make sure the new seals were working correctly before I
risked ruining a second set of brake shoes. Then, the 4Runner was in an accident , and I wasn't
sure if we were going to get to keep it. All that is now in the rear view mirror, so the only thing
keeping me from getting the brakes in better working order was my own procrastination.
Relying only on information from other sources, I'd somehow worked this up in my head to be a
very difficult job - lots of parts to keep track of, difficult springs to remove and install. Trouble
waiting around every turn. But, when we finally got a day of nice weather, I figured there was no
better time than the present to just dive in and get it taken care of. And, as it turns out, it was
easy! The first thing of course was to grab the parts that'd I'd purchased six months ago. This
was easy since all the parts - to do both sides - come in one convenient box: Toyota Drum
Brake Shoe Kit Tools also turned out to be quite simple - as projects go. In addition to jacking
up the truck and removing the rear wheel, the only tools I needed for the brake job were:. I got
started by lifting the rear end of the 4Runner off the ground and removing the wheel. I decided
to do only one side at a time so I could reference the other side if something went terribly
wrong, and because I wasn't sure if it was going to start raining and I'd need to pack everything
up as quickly as possible. Removing the brake drums - the big metal bits that cover all the guts
- was easy, and I knew it would be. I'd left the brake shoes - the guts inside the drum - relatively
loose when I'd done the rear axle seals, and so in no time I was to the part of the process that
worried me the most - removing the upper spring that pulls the shoes together. From everything
I'd heard, this was a major pain in the keester - sometimes a pain enough to require a special
pair of pliers that are designed specifically for this operation. Armed with just a pair of vise
grips, I grabbed onto the spring and voila, it released. Removal of all the parts having been
easy, I wasn't all that concerned about reassembly. There aren't really that many parts, and
everything seemed reasonably self-explanatory given that I'd paid even a little bit of attention as
things were removed. Probably the most complex bit was knowing which holes held the ends of
various springs, and there was a pattern to that as well. Soon enough, all the parts were
greased up and reassembled; I was ready for the fitting of the drum and final adjusting of the
shoes. This was the second element that I'd heard was hard to get right, but again I seemed to
get lucky or something because I pulled it off without a hitch. All I had to do was:. The first side
of the 4Runner took me something like 45 minutes or an hour, the second side half that at most.
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In fact, having done this only twice now, I'd say that this was one of the easier jobs - at least

assuming the rear brakes aren't rusted away - that I've done from the perspective of having to
be meticulous and pay close attention. And boy, is the braking ever better! My old shoes were
quite obviously full of gear oil and not doing the job they should have been. Published in T4R
Maintenance ; experienced on Your email address will not be published. Replacing Rear Brakes
on the 4Runner. Really easily as far as I was concerned. All I had to do was: Initially, push the
brake shoes towards each other as far as possible, compressing the cylinder. Fit the drum over
the shoes to check fit. Remove the drum, use the brake shoe adjuster to push the shoes apart
slightly and then check the drum fit again. Use the emergency brake in the cab to do the final
adjustment of the shoes. Next Post Mojave East Mar 1. Be First to Comment. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

